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Foreword
We often find ourselves excited about a new
product, venture or idea. But with that
excitement, we always have to account for
factors such as time and capital to bring that
product to market. The Mazibuko M1B project is
no different.
Last year in November I wrote a letter(blog post
available on our website) explaining what had
unfolded that year.
This year has been mostly about us organising,
reshaping and setting up excellent groundwork
that will ensure that our project is a success. Not
much has changed but we have explicitly
listened to people who support our mission and
want to be part of that.

We had a lot of interest from people who wanted
to make small investments and while it was hard
turning people away, we wanted to get
everything done correctly, to find the right
platform with a great reputation and experience
to handle everything and ensure everyone is
taken care of.
This is why we chose WeFunder, now the public
can invest and buy shares and become not only
consumers but owners of the company as well.
We also want to touch on a number of things in
this document such as updates on current
products, what we working on and what to
expect in the short and near future.
Thank you for your patience, love and support.

Nhlanhla Mazibuko
Founder & CEO
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LAUNCH, TEAM & MORE

PARTNERSHIPS

One of the most amazing and fantastic things that
happened to us was the support and love we received
locally and internationally when we finally went public
with our work and electric vehicle concept. The launch
was amazing even though it came sooner than we
wanted.

In 2020 we formed partnerships with suppliers, original
equipment manufacturers and organizations involved in
the battery-electric vehicle space. Our partnerships have
opened doors for us we didn't think possible in such a
short period of time.

We went on to grow our team and try to find a home to
work from and continue to build our technologies. Most
of the places we found didn't feel right and including
partnerships, as discussed in our blog post last year,
2021.

We are now working with the South African government at
the municipality, provincial and national levels with various
departments.
We are also started working with international partners for
the development and later production of our models.
Official partnership to be announced later.

PARTNERSHIPS

Current
Situation:
Where We
Are Now

The weight of designing
and homologating an
entire vehicle has been
lifted thanks to working
with new and legacy auto
companies.
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MAZIBUKO ENERGY

SEED ROUND

We received a lot of emails
from people who wanted to be
part of our company and help
spear ahead with the
transportation transition. Well,
our seed round is finally open
and anyone who'd love to take
part in it can do so by visiting
our website.

Our home storage devices are
finally designed and we are
working on finalizing local
manufacturing. These will be
available and on sale from next
year, in 2023. With full details
and pricing coming out in Q4.

What's Coming

2022/23

Test & Show Vehicle
M1B ELECTRIC BAKKI-E
With regards to our pride and joy, the Mazibuko M1B electric
bakki-e. The building of the first test and show cars will begin
a month after our we close our seed this round. The
construction will be done with the help of our partners.
This will help us build quality and already homologated
vehicles. This also helps us get skills which would otherwise
take us years. This approach will also mean that we can begin
planning for production ram-up which constructing our test
vehicles.

The show car should be available by late Q2 to early Q3 of
2023.

Timeline
M1B Development to Production Schedule
12-18 MONTHS
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18-30 MONTHS

Prototype Engineering

Pre-Production
Demonstrator

Detailed Engineering

Supply Chain
Setup

Production Ram-Up

*Consumer deliveries begin at the end of Production Ram-Up

*

Other Projects
We are looking into the last mile delivery space
and how we can try to have a positive impact
thereby electrifying it and making sure that we
turn that into a clean mobility sector.
The pandemic really changed how people
move, work, shop and more. We are trying to
adjust to that change and see where can help
and play a positive role in that.
The recent petrol prices have highlighted just
how much we really need to work hard to
make sure that we transition to alternatives
sources of energy. Please sign up to our
newsletter to stay updated on more.
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Contact Us
EMAIL
info@mazibukomotors.com
invest@mazibukomotors.com
WEBSITE
www.mazibukomotors.com

